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WOMEN, PEACE AND SECURITY IN SYRIA – 
HOW CAN SWEDEN MAKE A  DIFFERENCE? 

The following recommendations have been developed by Operation 1325 and the Syrian civil society organization Life 
Peace Association.

SITUATION ANALYSIS
• Since the war in Syria began in 2011, rape and sexual 

violence has been used as a weapon of war by Government 
forces and as well as other armed groups.  

• Women´s participation in Syrian peace negotiations has 
been uneven and encouraged on an ad-hoc basis.

• Women in Syria have faced decades of violations and 
discrimination in law and practice, and while the war has 
worsened the situation for women, post-war reconstruction 
could potentially be an opportunity to strengthen women´s 
legal rights. 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN SHORT
• End impunity for sexual violence in Syria

• Ensure women´s full and meaningful 
participation in peace and transition 
processes

• Strengthen Syrian women´s legal rights 

END IMPUNITY FOR SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN SYRIA
Government forces and other armed groups have used rape and sexual violence as a weapon of 
war throughout the conflict in Syria.  This has been especially serious considering the prevalent 
honor-culture, which exposes women who have been subjected to sexual violence, to social stigma 
and exclusion. According reports, government forces have abducted young women and girls and 
later returned them to their families, intentionally exposing them as rape victims to expose them 
to shame and rejection. Syrian law furthermore allows rapists to avoid punishment by marrying 
their victim.  Women prisoners are especially vulnerable to sexual abuse. Since the Syrian civil  
war began in early 2011, 13 500 women have been jailed and more than 7 000 women remain in 
detention, where they are subjected to torture, rape and sexual violence.  Upon release, women are 
shunned from their families due to social stigma. The absence of legal frameworks that punish per-
petrators of sexual violence means that there is no effective or functioning state, police, or justice 
system to ensure justice for victims. Documentation of systematic sexual abuse will be pivotal for 
transitional justice in Syria, both to acknowledge the loss and trauma suffered by victims, and to 
facilitate the criminal prosecution of those responsible.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Sweden should provide support to initiatives which offer psychosocial support services to 

survivors of sexual exploitation and abuse in Syria  and provide specialist services to enable women to 
seek justice and hold the perpetrators of abuse to account.  

• Sweden should continue to advocate both directly to Syrian warring parties and in EU and UN, for 
the unconditional release of all prisoners, and detainees, including women, especially in light of 
the current COVID-19 pandemic.

• Sweden should support Syrian organizations which collect testimonies and documentation of 
systematic sexual violence to ensure that these crimes are investigated and tried. 
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ENSURE WOMEN´S FULL AND MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION IN PEACE 
AND TRANSITION PROCESSES
Since the war in Syria started in 2011, there have been multiple ongoing peace negotiations. 
However, although women have been highly effected by the war, their participation in peace 
negotiations has been marginal and encouraged on an ad-hoc basis. The current UN special en-
voy for Syria has been instrumental in setting up and consulting the Women´s Advisory Board 
(WAB) which consists of women civil society representatives, and was active in achieving 28 % 
representation of women in the Constitutional Committee for the Syrian Arab Republic. 
However, the selection process for WAB members is untransparent and as of yet they have not 
participated in any formal peace negotiations. The absence of comprehensive mechanisms to 
give feedback and inform local communities and women’s rights activists have also all resulted 
in limited trust in the WAB causing many women activists and communities to refrain from engaging 
with it.   Furthermore, it is important ensure that inclusion of Syrian women goes further than 
simply numerical representation by also focusing for women´s meaningful participation in all 
decision-making processes.  To this end, Syrian women activist report that they lack sufficient 
access information to influence on-going negotiations. Women´s participation is also important 
ahead of eventual transition processes, including in transitional justice mechanisms, criminal 
trials, truth commissions, reparations, and institutional reformations in Syria.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Sweden should advocate that the selection criteria for the Women´s Advisory Board 

becomes transparent and require that the WAB is present in all formal and informal peace 
negotiations regarding Syria. 

• Sweden should require that all briefings about Syria in the UN Security Council and in the 
European Union’s Foreign Affairs Council, are accompanied by Syrian women civil society 
representatives. In addition, Sweden should advocate women´s full and meaningful 
participation in all Syrian peace negotiations led by the UN. 

• As the Swedish strategy for the Syrian crisis is set to expire in 2020, any new strategy 
should clearly address women´s meaningful participation, both in peace negotiations and 
in reconstruction processes. 

• Sweden should support Syrian women civil society organizations by providing platforms 
for women to meet, organize, consult, and prepare positions ahead of formal and informal 
peace negotiations.
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STRENGTHEN SYRIAN WOMEN´S LEGAL RIGHTS 
While the Syrian constitution stipulates that women should have equality with men and that 
obstacles to their advancement be removed, the war has made it nearly impossible for women 
to claim these rights. With men making up the majority of the death toll of the war, women have 
in many instances lost their legal rights to housing and land as they cannot claim inheritance. 
The high number of men who have been killed, injured or forced to flee has also resulted in that 
women are now the main decision makers and breadwinners in nearly 1 out of 3 households,  
compared to 4.4 % of households in 2009.  However, women´s increased responsibility has 
not been accompanied by equal opportunity, with an assessment made in 2016, showed that 
women-headed households´ income is 15-32 % lower than those headed by men. There are 
also several laws from before the war which are in direct conflict with the constitution and 
equal rights, including that men can forbid their wives from working outside the home  and 
that the punishment for rape is exempted if the rapist marries their victim.  The current 
legal framework also allows for lower punishments for “honor” killings, whereby if a man kills 
a female relative due to an honor related instance, he must only serve 2 years in prison, which 
is significantly less than the punishment for any other type of murder.  Thereby, while the war 
has had a devastating impact on the Syrian society, subsequent reconstruction processes could 
hold possibilities regarding women´s rights. According to a report by Bareeq, 88 % of Syrian 
women believe the fight for women´s rights is legitimate and 96 % believe a woman´s pla-
ce is both at home and at work.  However, as the war comes to an end, there is a risk that 
reconstruction will lead to the recreation of normalcy which could imply a conservative backlash, 
where women´s traditional roles will be reinforced. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Sweden should advocate the creation of a Syrian women´s rights task force on the UN level, 

which should work to safeguard the rights of Syrian women in a post-war reconstruction. 

• Sweden should advocate that the UN and EU insist that future transitional Governments 
change current discriminatory laws, including amnesty for rapists, reduced punishment for 
honor killings and the possibility for men to forbid women from working. 

• Sweden should provide support to women headed households and support Syrian women 
civil society organizations to prepare for post-war reconstruction. 


